
  Going to the HCA National Specialty in�
Richmond, Virginia last August was a dream�
come true for me. What more could a lover of�
everything Havanese want? Not only did I see�
over 80 Havanese in and out of the ring, but I�
was able to chat with breeders, handlers,�
volunteers and other Hav-lovers like myself. To�
someone like me, who owns two of these joyful�
dogs, but who isn’t part of the show/breeding�
scene, it was all so very fascinating and exciting!�

  As much as I tried to note placements in the�
many different classes, kennel names, dogs’�
registered as well as call names, points and all�
that comes with a show of this caliber, I�
eventually gave up trying to understand it all and�
sat back and enjoyed the show. I was too�
distracted by the wonderful Havanese all around�
me to take notes! I was almost as thrilled as the�
breeders and handlers were when their dogs got�
picked for one class or another. There were a lot�
of ooh’s and aah’s and much clapping, though�
that hardly seemed to bother the dogs in the ring.�
On the contrary, some seemed to rather enjoy�
the extra attention!�

  To watch 6, 9, and 12-month old puppies�
prance around the ring, tails held high and�
curved, their coats wavy, straight or fluffy, with a�
glint in their eye, makes you grin from ear to ear.�
When some of these Havanese start hopping on�
their hind legs, begging for attention, one can’t�
help but laugh at their playfulness even when�
they are supposed to be ‘working seriously’.�

Right. Oh, and you should see the Seniors (7 to�
10 yr olds) who can match that joyfulness and�
attitude without breaking a sweat. Such a joy to�
see!�

  Remembering to always ask before touching or�
caressing a dog, as you never know if he or she�
is about to enter that ring and needs to remain�
well-groomed. It was incredibly challenging to�
stop myself from scooping some of those pups up�
and snuggling them against me, hoping I could�
whisk them away and take them home with me!�

  The HCA National Havanese Specialty could�
not be as enjoyable and successful as it is�
without the many volunteers that make it so.�
Members of HCA, HRI and clubs across the�
country were very helpful, energetic, and�
passionate and always had a smile on their face.�
It was so easy making new friends, sharing�
Havanese tales and having a ball at the fun�
auctions that benefited our beloved breed.�
Getting together with friends at the bar, during the�
banquet or at the hospitality suite, efficiently run�
by Lisa Workman, was a highlight for me.�

  I soaked it all in, learned a ton, laughed a lot,�
cried at stories about the Rescues, and donated�
what I could in hopes I’d win one of the fabulous�
quilts and other auction items. Will I attend�
another HCA or Canadian Havanese�Specialty?�
What can I say? I’m hooked!�

by Marj Rowe-Callisto�
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Spring is here and warm�
weather is here to stay!�

Photo taken and submitted�
by Arlene Etzig�

Subscribe to the Havanese�
Hotline�http://�

www.havanese.org/�
documents/subscribe.htm�the�

official publication of the�
Havanese Club of America�
for more in depth news of�
local clubs, rescue stories,�

rally articles and other handy�
tips.�

http://www.havaneseclubofamerica.org/index.php/library?
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   Awwww, you love your new puppy.  He’s adorable. He’s part�
of your family now.  But ah yes, he’s teething.  Puppy teething is�
not unlike baby teething where your puppy will experience some�
pain.  After all, during this period of puppy teething, everything�
becomes a chew toy to your pooch!�

  Teething puppies need to chew during this timeframe so this�
can apply to anything and everything within and even out of�
reach.  Supervision is important, just as you would watch a baby�
during teething as well.  Since your puppy can aim for anything,�
some experts recommend keeping your puppy in a crate during�
this puppy teething period.�

  Bulking up on a supply of your�puppy's favorite toys�is also�
recommended.   This way, if your pooch is chewing on�
something inappropriate, you can replace the item with his very�
own toy.   Remember to praise him appropriately as well to�
reinforce the behavior.�

  Another suggestion is freezing rubber teething rings – they’ll�
help lessen the pain of cutting teeth if your puppy is crated. �
Crating is viewed as positive since it will aid in potty training and�
ensures a safe environment for your puppy.�

  Keep in mind the puppy teething stage can be a long time�
period beginning when he is five months old and lasting over a�
year or longer.  Your role is being vigilant in watching your dog�
closely during this teething period to ensure nothing obtrusive�
enters his mouth and stock up on those chew toys!�

Ellie and Cricket are celebrating the arrival of great�
weather! Photo taken and submitted by Jan Smith�

  That's a good question. But an equally important one is what purpose�
does water serve in your dog’s daily life?�

  It simply cannot be overstated how important water is to your dog's�
health and well being. It helps digest food, absorb nutrients, flush out�
waste and control body temperature. Next to oxygen, water is the most�
important nutrient in your dog's body.�

  Dogs can go for days without food. Their bodies can lose all their fat�
and up to half their protein and still survive. But when a dog loses just 10�
percent of his body's water, bodily functions shut down causing serious�
illness. A 15 percent loss of body water will kill him.�

  So how much water does your dog need and how do you get him/her to�
drink it?�

Here are a few tips:�

1. When fresh, clean water is available a dog will generally drink all he�
needs to survive. The fresher the water, the more appealing it will be to�
your dog.�

2. As a general rule, change the water in your dog's bowl at least 3 times�
a day.�

3. Make sure your dog's bowl is clean. If you wouldn't drink from it,�
chances he won't want to either. You need to wash your dog's water bowl�
every day and disinfect it regularly to control bacteria.�

4. The better the water tastes, the more likely your dog is to drink it. Try�
using bottled or filtered water. Dogs also prefer cool water.�

If you are gone for long portions during the day, one useful device is a�
doggie fountain which keeps fresh water gurgling all day long.  I’m often�
asked about the value of Lixit bottles. While I like the idea of a Lixit bottle,�
the reality is that the valve which is supposed to keep it from leaking is�
very difficult to keep clean and clear of what I call ‘saliva crud’. Currently�
my favorite is one of the self releasing bottles by Bistro. While a bit pricier�
than some others, the one I have currently has been used successfully�
for 4 years now.�

The important thing to remember is to KEEP COOL! It is summer time�
and dogs get hot and dehydrated just like their humans.�

  If  you’re troubled with fleas, ticks, and�
pests, there are natural and non-toxic�
ways to fight back.�

  Two products to research are�
http://�

www.nopesticides.org/alternatives-�
insects/fleas.shtml� Beneficial�
Nematodes� http://bexar-tx.tamu.edu/�
IPM/Animals/F1/fleas.htm�.�

  As with all products, read the�
manufacturers information and follow�
their instructions.�

http://www.squidoo.com/toysfordogs
http://www.petplace.com/dogs/is-your-pet-happy/page1.aspx
http://www.petplace.com/dogs/house-training-schedules/page1.aspx
http://www.nopesticides.org/alternatives-insects/flease.shtml
http://www.nopesticides.org/alternatives-insects/flease.shtml
http://bexar-tx.tamu.edu/IPM/Animals/F1/fleas.htm


  Although your puppy didn’t enter the world with a little instruction book,�
it’s important to give him the tools to succeed in life and in the�
environment.  As a responsible pet owner, you’re ready for the task.�
Prepared to train your dog in behavioral or specific commands, you’re�
set.  But how exactly do you properly do it? The environment should be�
familiar.  To start, focus on dog training in your backyard or inside or�
both.  Dogs have short attention spans so it’s important to train your dog�
in a familiar, safe environment to start.  Initially, there shouldn’t be too�
many people present.  If your entire family wants to participate that is�
great that they are taking an active role in your puppy’s life!  However,�
only one family member should really train your dog.  Training your dog�
should be done one-on-one to eliminate distractions & to ensure�
repetitive commands.�

  Puppies have short attention spans and working for 15 minutes at a�
time is about their limit. Older dogs can train for about a half hour at a�
time but remember to give water breaks if they need it. Once your dog�
has successfully learned each trick, the original trainer should teach�
other family members by having them observe the trick and then having�
them do the exact same hand motion and using the same exact words�
and vocal tone.�

  Next, how about a rewards and punishment systems.  Reinforcements�
typically consist of your dog’s favorite snack or treat.  Whether it’s very�
small or broken into small pieces, as long as they’re small portions�
you’re good to go.   The concept in properly training your dog is to�
continually reinforce the behavior you’d like to see. �

  Verbal praise is often a reward, particularly helpful so your dog doesn’t�
always expect food every time a desired behavior is demonstrated. �
Plus, rewards should only be given when it’s a behavior you’re�
commanding it to do.   If your dog decides to sit while you’re�
commanding her to roll over, well, that’s not a behavior that you should�
reward.  Punishment, or negative reinforcement, occurs when a trick is�
not performed correctly.  Rewards should be withheld or you should�
respond with a firm “NO”.  When you want to command respect while�
training your dog, you don’t want her to be afraid of you.  Screaming or�
physically punishing your dog is not tolerable; plus, it will cause your�
dog to be resistant to further training.�

  If you clicker train and accidentally click at the wrong time, give the�
treat and work on your timing.  An underlying theme in training your dog�
is also voice tone.  Your commands should be clear, concise and firm. �
Your “No” response should also be firm and slightly louder.  Verbal�
praise should be loving and excited!   If a small child had just�
accomplished something great, well, your response would likely be�
similar.   While training your dog, you may also feel free to add�
comments like “Good Boy”, with a pat on the head�

If you could give your dog the schedule he or she wants, what would�
it be? What schedule would make a dog the�happiest�? In this article,�
we will try to answer that by helping you understand the way dogs�
like to eat, sleep, play and live!�

·�  - Dogs like to play! You can help your pet be its happiest both�
mentally and physically by providing plenty of stimulation. This can�
be in the form of toys, a companion to play with, or plenty of walks�
and playtime with you. If you are really busy, a doggie daycare or pet�
sitter that comes to the house and walks him while you’re at work�
could be helpful. If a dog has enough to do during the day, he will�
stay awake when the sun is up and sleep at night when you do.�

·�  - There are sleep requirement differences among the�
various breeds, but generally dogs like to sleep approximately 16 to�
18 hours a day. Dogs sleep more than people but wake much more�
frequently. How much and when they sleep depends on the level of�
activity in their environment. A dog living as a pet in the home is�
likely to sleep more than a dog that works for a living, such as a�
search and rescue dog or a dog working on a farm. Some dogs will�
sleep more due to boredom.�

·�  - Dogs like to have free access to fresh clean water at all�
times. Make sure your dogs bowl is fresh. Change the water daily�
and wash out the bowl.  (Note: Puppies need 3 cups of water a day.)�

·�  - Generally, dogs like to eat once or twice a day, although�
some dogs will only eat well every other day. They appreciate the�
opportunity to eat every day. Smaller breeds often like to be fed�
more often than larger breed dogs. Young puppies need to be fed�
more frequently than adult dogs. Havanese need to eat 3 times a�
day plus an evening ‘reward’ snack’ · They will let you know when�
they are ready to wean off of 3 times a day and it usually begins with�
the mid day meal.�

 – Adult dogs like opportunities to urinate�
and defecate at least every 8 hours. It might be less for some dogs.�
Although some dogs can hold their urine a long time, if they had�
their choice, they would still like the opportunity to "go out" every 6 to�
8 hours. Puppies need to be let out more often, especially if you are�
tying to housebreak your puppy. For more information see�House�
training schedules�.�

·�  – Dogs like the comfort of a clean environment�
that is neither too hot nor too cold. Most dogs are very happy indoors�
although some outdoor dogs also have a great life. Dogs especially�
enjoy the comfort of the indoors during extreme heat or cold�
temperatures. If your dog is an outdoor dog, they should have�
access to warm shelter in the winter and shade in the summer with�
constant access to fresh clean water.�

·�  – Dogs love to be fussed over and to spend quality time with�
their owners. This time makes them feel important and loved, just as�
we feel when a loved ones gives us undivided attention. This "time"�
can be just sitting or watching TV. Many dogs love it if you also do�
some petting or brushing!�

 (�

This adorable puppy�
is discovering the�
wonders of nature.�
Photo taken and�
submitted by Patt�

McRae�
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Brody and Macy are taking an afternoon snooze. Photo�
submitted by Jan Smith�

This is Jan Smith’s beautiful Bandit. Photo taken and�
submitted by Jan Smith�

Lucia wants to go out and�
and play in the sunshine!!�
Photo taken and submitted�

by Arlene Etzig�

·  Wake up and go for a brisk�walk� with the opportunity to urinate and�
defecate.�
·  If you have 10 minutes for a little playtime, that would be great. Fetch�
or something interactive is a welcome game.�
·  Spend about 10 minutes of quality time just talking and petting your�
dog. Notice anything unusual about his demeanor, attitude, hair coat,�
look of his eyes etc.�

·  Time to eat; change the water to make sure the bowl is full and fresh.�
·  Offer food if you feed your dog more than once a day.�

·  Dogs like to have the opportunity to go out again after they eat for the�
chance to urinate and defecate.�

·  Nap time!? Or time to follow you around as you do your housework. If�
you are off to work – then naptime it will be.�

·  Ideally, most dogs would enjoy some interaction again with the�
opportunity to go out, exercise or play.�

·  Nap time again? Or another opportunity to observe you working!�

·  Drinks, dinner, and playtime. Again, change the water and offer�
dinner. Monitor your dogs' appetite. Offer a longer and more extensive�
playtime than this morning. Let him really play and burn off some of that�
pent-up energy.�

·  Quiet�family time.� This may be a good opportunity to brush and groom�
you dog, brush his teeth and spend some quality time, or even jump on�
the couch and watch some TV.�

·  Most dogs appreciate another opportunity to go out and do their�
"business" one last time.�

It is understood that most people have to work and may not have the�
flexibility to offer all the frequent trips outside. If you work really long�
hours, you might consider Doggie Daycare or having a pet walker, or�
neighbor come and give your pet some time, attention and exercise.�
Best of all: Love your puppy often and lavishly!.....�
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